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1 The French ban was declared and imposed in 1939. See Sophie Quinn-Judge,
“Women in the Early Vietnamese Communist Movement: Sex, Lies, and Liberation,”
South East Asia 9, no. 3 (2001): 266–67.

Minh Khai’s life leading up to this untimely end is fragmented and
riddled with uncertainty. Though hotels, schools, and streets in
Vietnam today carry her name, a record of her life’s work as one of
the prominent leaders of the Indochinese Communist Party during
the 1930s exists only through disparate scraps of information later
stitched together by historians. These bits and pieces emerge from
the Sûreté’s police reports and interrogation documents, displays in
the Vietnamese Women’s Museum in Hanoi, and the documented
“The Vietnamese who die in front of a firing squad don’t expect their
sacrifice to revive a forgotten past. They accept death for the sake of
the present and the future.”
—Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks

It was her handwriting that ultimately gave her away.

Hương Ngô and the Making and Unmaking of Nguyễn Thị Minh Khai

The Archives Within the Archive

Although I had the honor of curating her first solo museum exhibition as part of the 12x12: New Artists/New
Work series at MCA Chicago in November 2004, this
ambitious exhibition marks Ngô’s largest solo museum
exhibition to date. With more than twenty new works
reflecting Ngô’s singular approach, the exhibition includes
video, sound, neon, wooden stamps, printed fabric, works
on paper, photographs, 3D-printed musical objects, and a
custom font.

Julie Rodrigues Widholm
At DPAM, I would like to thank Laura-Caroline Johnson,
Collection and Exhibition Manager, Mia Lopez, Assistant
Curator, and Kaylee Wyant, Administrative Assistant,
Interns Claire Sandberg, Rebecca MacMaster, Jake Koch
and Lizabeth Applewhite. My thanks also goes to Faye
Gleisser, Assistant Professor of Art History at Indiana
University, for her astute essay that beautifully illuminates Hương Ngô’s new work. Above all, I am grateful
to Hương Ngô for uncovering and complicating stories
that need to be heard and for inspiring others to do the
same.
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Page 1: Hương Ngô, Study for To Say Her Name, 2016. Performance Score, Correction tape and ink on rag paper, 8.5 x 11 in
(20.3 x 27.9 cm). Courtesy the artist
Poster: Hương Ngô, We are here because you were there. Chúng
tôi ở đây vì quí vị đã ở đó. Nous sommes ici parce que vous étiez làbas (detail), 2016-17. Installation with series of hectograph prints,
hand-cut paper, and theater lights, dimensions variable. Courtesy
the artist
____

Interdisciplinary artist Hương Ngô’s newest body of research-based
artwork, in the exhibition To Name It Is to See It at the DePaul
Art Museum, synthesizes these absences and the politics of the
colonial record. Rather than repair, and thereby efface, these gaps,
her work—which spans installation, sound, video, performance,
photography, and printmaking—makes materially manifest the discursive and collective historical process of ideology formation: the
making and unmaking of Nguyễn Thị Minh Khai, the event.4

Born in Hong Kong to Vietnamese and Chinese parents, and raised as
a refugee and immigrant in the United States, Ngô’s own relationship
to Vietnam and the Vietnamese language is filtered through translations, memories, and songs shared—or withheld—by her parents and
grandparents. While she lists Vietnamese as her first language, she
has never studied it formally, until recently. Poignantly, as a reflection of her own attenuated, complex relationship to Vietnamese, each
work in this exhibition presents the physicality of language and its
simultaneously dislocating and centering capabilities.

2 Minh Khai’s maneuvering during 1932 and 1933, for example, appears embedded
within Hồ Chí Minh’s history. See Sophie Quinn-Judge, Ho Chi Minh: The Missing
Years, 1919–1941 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 195.
3 See Wendy Duong, “Gender Equality and Women’s Issues in Vietnam: The
Vietnamese Woman—Warrior and Poet,” Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal 10, no. 2
(2001): 194.

DePaul Art Museum is thrilled to debut Hương Ngô’s recent body of work that stems from her research in France
and Vietnam into the archives of revolutionary anticolonial
organizer Nguyễn Thị Minh Khai. As intersectional feminism becomes a key area of discourse, Ngo’s work allows
us to consider political visibility and invisibility, along with
the construction of one’s identity within a historical context that nonetheless translates to ongoing struggles for
freedom and self-determination today.

Director and Chief Curator
Cover: Hương Ngô, Source image for In Passing II, 2017. Musée de
l’Immigration, Paris, FR. Courtesy the artist

These questions coalesce throughout Ngô’s works, emerging across
three intertwined themes: the making and unmaking of Minh Khai, the
event; the grit and weight of a feminist force that has always existed
within Vietnamese culture but has yet to be fully named; and the
materiality of Vietnamese language—and all language for that matter—as the site through which identity, community, and knowledge
are constantly negotiated.

“Events,” post-structural theorist Paul Veyne explained, “are knots
of relationships.”5 The works in To Name It Is to See It enact the
knottiness of the relationships that constitute Minh Khai, a monumentalized, spectral figure distinct from the woman. By delving into
and critiquing surveillance archives in France and Vietnam, Ngô
contributed to a phenomenon of artistic production, growing since
the mid-1990s, in which artists working across media engage with
archives as researchers and theorists of cultural production.6 Ngô
combined critical race and feminist theories with modes of contemporary artistic production to explore the possibilities inherent in
the excavation of Minh Khai–shaped spaces. Her works tease out
the conditions by which relationships of power give way to historical absences, raising several questions: How does one undo the
cultural imaginaries constructed with and by nations? What does
it mean to have your story told by informants? Why do some acts
of resistance become legible while others are effaced? How, in
keeping with literary scholar and cultural theorist Saidiya Hartman’s
resonant query about the transatlantic slave trade, “does one tell
impossible stories,” shaped by the violence of the colonial archive?7

“How does one tell impossible stories?”
—Saidiya Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts”

Nguyễn Thị Minh Khai, one of the most celebrated, enigmatic female figures in Vietnamese revolutionary history, was found guilty
in 1940 of conspiring against the colonial government when a letter
she had authored under the alias “F.L.” was intercepted and analyzed by the Sûreté, the French National Police. In August 1941,
Minh Khai and several other leaders of the anticolonial movement
were executed by firing squad under the aegis of the French government’s recently instituted ban of the Communist party.1
IMAGE CAPTIONS

histories of male revolutionaries, such as Hồ Chí Minh.2 As a result,
Minh Khai’s presence is defined by the marked absences and
invented fictions of her popularized persona, flattening her to the
contours of a mythic being. Indeed, Minh Khai’s thin historical record
is indicative of two much larger historical lacunae: the marginalization of women’s role in the revolution in Vietnamese history, and
the lack of a cultural framework for feminism in Vietnam, which
correlates with the marked absence of the word feminism in the
Vietnamese language.3

The four-channel sound installation Signals from a Hidden Kitchen, a
collaboration with sound artist Nhung Nguyễn, amplifies the otherwise mundane noises produced by common domestic items to reveal
how tools and gestures from everyday life were often repurposed by
anticolonial organizers to create a secret language for the purpose
of espionage. Ngô elsewhere paired rudimentary technologies of
espionage that Minh Khai and her anticolonial allies would have used
in the 1930s and 1940s with the minimalist aesthetic of conceptualism and institutional critique. In Up against the State, she utilized the
popular technique of creating invisible ink from boiled rice water—the
ink dries invisibly but becomes legible once an iodine solution is applied, thereby revealing ghosted lettering embedded within seemingly
banal text—and enlarged archival documents marked “sensitive” in
the colonial archive, in keeping with conceptualism and institutional
critique, which interrogates the politics of bureaucratic language.

5 Paul Veyne, Writing History: Essay on Epistemology, trans. Mina Moore-Rinvolucri
(Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1984), 41.
6 Hal Foster’s 2004 essay “The Archival Impulse” and Okwui Enwezor’s curation of
the groundbreaking exhibition Archive Fever: Uses of the Document in Contemporary Art in 2008 trace the emergence of this phenomenon; both Foster and Enwezor
paid homage to Jacques Derrida’s earlier confrontation of archival politics and situated contemporary artistic practice in relationship to it. For a critical consideration of
the impact of this shift toward archival artistic production as it emerged in the 1990s,
see Mark Godfrey, “The Artist as Historian,” October 120 (2007): 140–72. The influence of this artistic methodology of inquiry has developed further, in what Carrie
Lambert-Beatty has insightfully named a turn toward “parafictional art.” See Carrie
Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility,” October 129 (Summer
2009): 51–84.
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aims to identify the feminism in Vietnamese culture and history that
has always existed but has yet to be articulated. There is no formalized framework in Vietnamese culture for a feminist doctrine, nor is
there a word for feminism or feminist in the Vietnamese language.14
Women’s rights in the twentieth century were put aside in favor of
the class-based struggle of the Communist movement.
Currently, the typical translation for feminism in Vietnamese is phụ
nữ quyền, or just nữ quyền, which translates as “womens’ rights,”
a phrase introduced during the mid-1930s by the popular front.15
There is another older, less well-known translation, however: phụ
nữ chủ nghĩa, or “tenet of women,” suggests a larger philosophical apparatus of collective idealism for the cultivation of women’s
rights. Though phụ nữ chủ nghĩa aligns more literally with the conceptual framework of feminism, the popular front considered this
phrase to be too closely associated with French bourgeois values
and therefore popularized nữ quyền instead.16 As scholars and
artists alike have noted, the different translations and the absence
of the word feminism in the Vietnamese language underscore the
intensely political conditions of colonialism through which social
consciousness in Vietnam developed and continues to circulate
in the Vietnamese Diaspora.17 More recently, due in part to the
burgeoning LGBT movement in Vietnam, terms such as “gender
equality” seem to have achieved greater traction through efforts of
gender norming.18
Proposals for a Translation implies not only a proposal for the
translation of Vietnamese feminism, but also a proposal for a way
of translating through a collective process that transverses the
expression of feminist ideas in family life and a long history of wars
in which women have been martyrs, laborers, and leaders.19 Ngô
solicited definitions of feminism steeped in Vietnamese culture from
scholars, curators, artists, activists, and citizens of the Vietnamese
Diaspora. Uyên Chi Olivia Ngọc Nguyễn, for example, translated
feminism as “the struggle to reform gender roles in the face of racist Asian stereotypes” about women. Alternatively, Nguyễn Hồ Mỹ
Tâm wrote in her entry:
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14 Wendy Duong, “Gender Equality and Women’s Issues in Vietnam: The Vietnamese Woman—Warrior and Poet,” Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal 10, no. 2
(2001): 194.

Gratefully acknowledged: Giang Nguyễn, Phương Linh Nguyễn,
Nhung Nguyễn, Faye Gleisser, Contributors to Proposals for a
Translation, Hùng Mạnh Dương, Liêm Bình Lương Nguyễn, Dan
Sullivan and Navillus Woodworks, Jacob Fishman, WoMA France
and Alexandre Guerguadj, Janice Scurio and Eric Venable at the
DePaul Richardson Library, Chicago Public Library Maker Lab,
Logan Laser, CMM Framing, BAU Institute and the Camargo
Foundation, Archives nationales d’outre-mer, Millay Foundation,
LATITUDE Chicago, Fulbright Foundation, Sàn Art, University of
Social Sciences and Humanities in HCMC, Trung tâm Lưu trữ Quốc
gia II in HCMC, Vietnamese Women’s Museum in Hanoi, Chicago
Artists Coalition, Daniel Martin and the Ngô and Martin families.
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To produce a series of posters for the installation We are here because you were there, for example, Ngô employed hectography,
a primitive Xeroxing method used by members of the anticolonial
movement. Agar-Agar, a gelatin-like substance derived from algae
and common in Asian desserts, serves as the basis for this clandestine method of printmaking. Ngô combined the low-tech process of
hectography with the phrase “We are here because you were there,”
a rallying cry popularized in 1980s Britain as a refutation of anti-immigration policies.8 The work draws out the ongoing reverberations of
colonialism in more contemporary political histories and in the domestic labor so crucial to these struggles, which is often made invisible, as
other works in the exhibition, such as Signals from a Hidden Kitchen,
make clear.

4 This consideration of events is deeply informed by Fred Moten’s writings about
the mythology surrounding Rodney King and his transformation into the discursively constructed event of Rodney King. See Fred Moten, “Music against the Law
of Reading the Future and ‘Rodney King,’” Journal of the Midwest Modern Language
Association 27, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 56.

This catalogue was published on the occasion of the exhibition
Hương Ngô: To Name It is to See It at DePaul Art Museum, April
27- August 6, 2017.
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*

15 See David Marr, “Language and Literacy,” in Vietnamese Tradition on Trial,
1920–1945 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981), 136–89.
16 Peter Zinoman, “Introduction: Vũ Trọng Phụng’s Dumb Luck and the Nature
of Vietnamese Modernism,” Dumb Luck: A Novel, by Vũ Trọng Phụng, trans.
Nguyễn Nguyệt Cầm and Peter Zinoman (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
2002), 2–12. In his introduction to the novel, Zinoman discussed how the colonial
language policy, which endowed the new Vietnamese elite with a Eurocentric cosmopolitanism, galvanized the popular front’s aggressive initiative to discard words
associated with French bourgeois values.
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17 See Lan Duong’s discussion of Trans-Vietnamese feminism in the Diaspora,
in which she acknowledges the fault lines of feminism within Vietnam, as both
a Western liberal construct and something much older within the story of global
restructuring of economic and national borders in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. Lan Duong, Treacherous Subjects: Gender, Culture, and Trans-Vietnamese Feminism (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2012), 12–18.
18 Hương Ngô, e-mail message to author, Jan. 8, 2017.
19 Hương Ngô, in conversation with her translator, Hùng Mạnh Dương, Dec. 15,
2016.

Characterizations of care articulated through bureaucratic or mandated mechanisms of data collecting are especially complicated within
the colonial archive. For instance, the word sensitive is laden with a
history of surveillance, as well as with gendered notions of emotional
intelligence and attentiveness to shifts in mood. “Sensitive” materials
are those “concerned with highly classified government information
or involving discretionary authority over important policy matters,”
while individuals deemed innately given to a “quickness to detect or
respond to slight changes or affect” are named “sensitive,” a connotation gendered feminine.9 Despite the breadth of these definitions,
the identification of a person or object as sensitive creates a similar
effect in both instances: once a document or person has been named
“sensitive,” it is taken out of circulation; it must be protected and contained.
Ngô has long thought about the aesthetic and material histories of
surveillance and tactics of escape, and how each provides insight
into the ways that language, both written and embodied, informs
ideologies of fear and containment. In 2004, for example, she created Escape Survival Manual and Re-Entry: Surviving and Thriving in
Hostile Environments. These satirical how-to manuals offer humorous and pointedly vapid instructions for survival in order to critique
the mainstream rhetoric developing around and through coverage of
the Iraq War. These manuals, now in the collection of rare books at
the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago (MCA), comprised part of
Ngô’s larger MFA thesis project, ESCAPE, a multimedia installation.
ESCAPE was presented at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
and at the MCA in 2004 as part of the 12x12 series, curated by Julie
Rodrigues Widholm.
Both Ngô’s project ESCAPE and exhibition To Name It Is to See It
show how ideologies of colonization and anti-colonization work in
parallel. While ESCAPE takes place in a present or not-so-distant
imaginary future of crisis, the works in To Name It Is to See It are, as
a whole, deeply anchored in the past, reworked through contemporary technologies that complicate temporal divisions between then
and now. ESCAPE combines futility and industrial design to produce
gallows humor, whereas To Name It Is to See It attunes viewers to
the poetics of latency that complicate the assessment of strength
and weakness, presence and absence, and care and containment in
surveillance archives.
Her Name Escapes Me, made in collaboration with Phương Linh
Nguyễn, an artist based in Hanoi, exemplifies the ways in which
strength and fugitivity must be reconsidered vis-à-vis the conditions
of colonialism in order to make legible the sacrifices of women. Ngô
vibrantly embroidered the police report of A. Woong, a woman who
appears momentarily within informant notes about Minh Khai, onto a
pillowcase. The report, translated into English, tells the story of a fellow woman organizer whose “name escapes” the informant’s memory; she had been sexually assaulted and later died from unknown
causes linked to the assault. Intricately embroidered on the pillowcase, an object commonly displayed in history museums throughout
Vietnam, a vibrant uterus signals the subtle but expert gestures of
women’s resistance that often remain unaccounted for (as when Minh
Khai dressed as a man to evade capture and tailored shirts to make
money).10 As a cloth covering that holds and conceals another cloth
object, the pillowcase serves as a fitting material object to display
Ngô’s discovery of A. Woong via the historical trace of Minh Khai—

an archive within an archive. The piece thereby also pays homage
to the vulnerability of women’s bodies within the revolution, and
the sacrifice of many who relinquished their education, careers, and
even children for the cause—many with no trace at all in the historical record, or a trace enclosed within or covered by others.
Ngô’s archival research, without which To Name It Is to See It would
not exist, carries its own politics of access and surveillance. As
the recipient of a prestigious Fulbright U.S. Scholar grant in 2016,
Ngô was able to conduct research in Vietnam, building upon past
research in France. The works in this exhibition thereby represent
research done in three different languages, spanning four national
archives. Ngô confided that, in some ways, visiting the colonial
archives in Vietnam as an American researcher gave her entry into
a history otherwise kept from her by her family’s unwillingness to
share such stories, or by the fact that her family, who did not have
the correct credentials to enter the files, was not privy the information. “As an immigrant with trauma in my family history and breaks
due to language differences,” Ngô explained, “it has always been
difficult to get stories about my family history, especially from my
mom. This was kind of a roundabout way to arrive at something
that is not quite Nguyễn Thị Minh Khai’s story, and not mine either,
but some kind of hybrid.”11
Today the Fulbright program is run by an appointment board that
works in collaboration with the Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs and Public Affairs sections of the United States embassies
abroad. However, when the program first emerged in the 1940s, it
was established as part of the Department of War Information, the
American government’s formalized efforts to deploy research and
education in the name of American ideals of democracy during the
Cold War in order to fight against the spread of Communism.12 The
convergent historical contexts of the Fulbright and Minh Khai’s role
in the Communist movement underscore one of the most significant
interventions fashioned by the exhibition.
The history of Minh Khai predates the American-Vietnam War,
which overshadows all conceptualizations of Vietnam in the United
States and is always postured from an American-centered gaze,
referred to one-sidedly as the Vietnam War. The exhibition shakes
loose and denaturalizes this mythology, recontextualizing the
American-Vietnam War as one war among many, thereby recasting the temporal frame of colonialism as that of the longue durée.
Tellingly, while working under the aegis of a markedly American
institution of knowledge production to obtain access to classified
documents about the anticolonial movement, Ngô remained cognizant of the ongoing sensitivity of her request even in 2016: she
staggered her inquires about Minh Khai, embedding them within
requests for more general information about women in the anticolonial movement so as not to garner unwanted attention.
It was through researching the discrepant stories of Minh Khai and
other women involved in the anticolonial movement that Ngô began
“to understand a certain type of strength that she’d seen with many
Vietnamese women that doesn’t fit into a Western narrative of
feminism.”13 Proposals for a Translation explores this strength and

7 Saidiya Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts,” small axe 26 (June 2008): 10.
8 The phrase “We are here because you are there” emerged as a response given by
immigrants to the question “Why are you are here?” Scholar Jose M. Alamillo explained
that in this answer immigrants reference the deep reach of the history of colonialism.
Colonial powers’ territorial expansion, installation of puppet governments, investment
in free-trade agreements, and military intervention deeply informed the economies,
resources, and opportunities that later motivated citizens to relocate. See Jose M.
Alamillo’s discussion of the slogan “We are here because you are there” vis-à-vis the
“Latinization” of American society in his “Bibliographic Essay on U.S. Latino/a History,”
https://www.nps.gov/parkhistory/resedu/LatinoFinal.pdf (accessed Jan. 2, 2017).

Our history is in maternal worship. It roots and prioritizes the
role and importance of women and can be seen with women
at the front of the house in small business and entrepreneurship across Vietnam. However, in the home and in religious
settings, Vietnamese feminism blended with Confucian
hierarchy and values reveals an irreverence for the potential of
matriarchic leanings.
As even these two articulations of feminism suggest, Proposals for a
Translation covers a range of translations that span personal anecdotes, pay homage to resilient female members, and confront stereotypes through a nexus of race, gender, and nationality.
And yet the traditional stamps that were used to produce Proposals
in the Đanh Đá font allude to the fact that in every translation something is lost. Here the transfer of ink serves as a physical allegory for
the labor of translation—literally defined as moving something from
one place to another.20 For Ngô those inevitable transfers and displacements, whether figurative or literal, are “exciting moments for
possible intervention or creative outcomes.”21 As in all of her artwork,
the ingenuity of Ngô’s practice comes through her ability to conceive
of and execute sleek, exquisitely crafted objects, deeply engaged
with the formal histories of contemporary art production, that stand
in direct contrast to the complexity, messiness, and uncertainty of the
histories that inspired them. Their aesthetic simplicity is defiant in the
face of the entangled webs that bear witness to them in historical
records and archives.

AÂĂBCDĐE
ÊGHIKLMN
OÔƠPQRST
UƯVXY
20 To create Đanh Đá, the typeface used in Proposals for a Translation, Ngô collaborated with Ho Chi Minh City–based graphic designer Giang Nguyễn. The font is historically
specific to the material culture of the 1930s, and it is based on the title design found on
the cover of Phụ nữ Tân Tiến, a feminist magazine mentioned in a letter from Minh Khai
to a collaborator. It is available for download under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License at http://www.huongngo.com/
danhda
21 Hương Ngô, in conversation with author. Chicago Artists Coalition, Dec. 4, 2016.

9 Merriam-Webster, s.v. “sensitive,” accessed Dec. 15, 2016, https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/sensitive.
10 Quinn-Judge ,“Women in the Early Vietnamese Communist Movement: Sex, Lies, and
Liberation,” South East Asia 9, no. 3 (2001): 262.

11 Hương Ngô, e-mail message to author, Jan. 8, 2017.
12 “Program History,” Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, https://eca.state.
gov/ivlp/about-ivlp/program-history. Accessed online 10 January 2017.
13 Hương Ngô, e-mail message to author, Jan. 8, 2017.

The site-specific installation Who Owns the Light? is in many ways
the lynchpin of the exhibition To Name It Is to See It; in this installation, the three themes addressed above—Minh Khai’s transformation from person to event, the processes through which Vietnamese
feminism becomes legible and illegible, and the politics of language
and colonialism—coincide. This piece, designed for the window at
the DePaul Art Museum overlooking the Fullerton CTA stop, where
multiple train lines intersect, is composed of two parts: a segment of
a two-story mural from the former Palais de la Porte Dorée (Palace of
the Gilded Gate), an exhibition hall built for the Paris Colonial Exposition and opened in 1931, reprinted in silk; and a neon sign flashing
the question “Who owns the light?” The symbolism of light, combined
with a visual motif created for a museum of colonial history, underscores the politics of the Enlightenment, the European intellectual
movement that emphasized reason and individualism and was used
to justify colonial conquest.

In Chicago, a city torn by its own history of systemic inequality and
the unequal distribution of resources, Who Owns the Light? reaches new valences of meaning, its neon words flashing over the train
tracks as commuters, tourists, and city goers pass by. Deceptively
simple, the question “Who owns the light?” suggests that whoever
is able to control and manage knowledge and the rubric of enlightenment may also decide when and how to construe darkness.
Frantz Fanon wrote in his canonical text Black Skin, White Masks,
“The Vietnamese who die in front of a firing squad don’t expect
their sacrifice to revive a forgotten past. They accept death for the
sake of the present and the future.”23 Ngô’s works do not aim to
revive Minh Khai, nor do they merely accept her death. Ngô instead
invited viewers to recognize the very processes through which
feminist heroines, such as Minh Khai, are often disassembled and
remade as myths and events through the battleground of language
and translation.

In the Palais de la Porte Dorée mural, a tall, wireless telephone pole
contends with the verticality of surrounding lush trees; below it, men
extract rubber from trees, and a muscular woman faces off with a
European operating a scientific instrument used to survey land. In
the 1930s, at the same time that the Palais de la Porte Dorée was
constructed and this mural painted, France was opening the École
des Beaux-Arts in Hanoi, thereby introducing Vietnamese students
to the ideals and standards of European beauty and value. Such
intersections are not coincidental, nor are they neat and contained.
The communications or scientific technology depicted in the mural
demonstrates how the institutionalization of cultural production and
art conceived by the museum and the school both contributed to
and managed the intent of colonizers. Homi Bhabha and others have
shown how the idealization of Western progress—renamed “potent
mythologies of progress” by Bhabha—was used to not only condone
the brutality of colonialism and the exploitation of resources from
colonized lands but also render such acts necessary in the name of
modernizing and protecting Asian and African peoples.22

In this sense, Ngô’s artwork manages to tell an impossible story.
Minh Khai, not Minh Khai, hovers latently in each enunciation, but
she is not pinned down. She is not lost, nor is she found. The tragedy of her erasure is not repaired, nor is it the definitive moment that
forecloses upon the activism that propelled a movement forward.
Here we find a knot from which new stories, collaborations, narratives, and archives emerge. The material forms and performative
qualities of Ngô’s work call forth the residual impact of Minh Khai’s
mythology and personal might, and the power of art to interrogate
language, providing a material reminder that the past lives on in the
present, and that we must first name it to see it.

22 Homi Bhabha examines narratives of progress vis-à-vis the mythologies created by
the West in order to justify its classification of citizenship and civility, which condoned
colonialist conquest. Ngô cited his notion of “Third Space” as a generative framework
through which she conceived of the spatial aspects of several works, especially the
piece named for his work, Searching for the Third Space, a series of prints that render
postcards produced originally for a French audience anew, as if spilling out of pockets
of anticolonial organizers. See Homi Bhabha, “The Third Space, Interview with Homi
Bhabha,” in Identity: Community, Culture, Difference, ed. Jonathon Rutherford (London:
Lawrence and Wishart, 1990), 207–21.

Faye R. Gleisser
Assistant Professor of Art History at Indiana University

23 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, trans. Richard Philcox (New York: Grove
Press, 2008), 202.

